$12 per face model, doors open at 9:30 AM
Includes an Instructional Mineral Glamour Makeover, professional sitting fee, light lunch and 5X7 photo
Featuring our New TimeWise Repair Skin Care!

You have been invited by:

Mary Kay Studio 11301 Richmond, Suite K-102
RSVP now...spaces are limited!
Featuring Inspiring & Possibilities Lip Gloss
(portion of each gloss sale to MK Foundation)

You have been invited by:

Glamour Shots! Saturday, Sep 15th, 10:00
Mary Kay Studio 11301 Richmond, Suite K-102
RSVP now...spaces are limited!
Featuring Inspiring & Possibilities Lip Gloss
(portion of each gloss sale to MK Foundation)

You have been invited by:

Glamour Shots! Saturday, Sep 15th, 10:00
Mary Kay Studio 11301 Richmond, Suite K-102
RSVP now...spaces are limited!
Featuring Inspiring & Possibilities Lip Gloss
(portion of each gloss sale to MK Foundation)

You have been invited by:
Going West on Richmond from the Beltway, turn left at 2nd "Westchase Corporate Park" sign, into our parking lot and then right. **Suite: K-102**